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Skip to content to prevent post-traumatic stress disorder, is it helpful to provide psychotherapy to anyone exposed to significant trauma? The credit union updates its online banking site, so a pilot with accounts there updates all of her family's accounts. The new feature was security questions, says Fish. I didn't want the
three given, so I made the pass to see more questions. I chose my three new questions and wrote down the answers so the spouse would know what they were. But the first time he tries it, he blows the password. Fish have to go through the whole process of re-creating the account definition. The next time he tries, fish
have to go through the whole process again - but this time she prints screenshots of the questions she chose, and writes the answers about them. To make sure that doesn't happen a third time, a fish accompanies it through the process of bonding. But when they get to the security question, the one that pops up isn't
one of the new questions the fish has chosen. I deliberately chose questions I knew he could answer, says Fish. I bypassed the question of what high school I graduated from, but there it was, waiting for an answer. In my last attempt at a three-attempt scenario or you're locked in, I remembered that was the first question
of their original three choices. So I provided the answer I used to the first question, where were you born? Bingo, I was home. It's ridiculous, fish think. It calls the same customer service representative who has already reset the account password twice. The rep tells the fish that a lot of people get locked in the security
questions. Can I talk to the programmer? A fish asks. I can't move you, a representative says. All right, write it down and give it to IT, says the fish. Tell them that while they allow users to select new questions, they record the answers but save the original default questions as first posed. I also asked where to send my
account for problem-solving advice, but I didn't hear from them back, says Fish. But now we have a way of making security questions unseasonable by hackers. For example, for the question Where were you born? we develop in the year of the account holder's birth as an answer. Answer Sharkey's call for true stories
about IT life! Send me your stories sharky@computerworld.com. You'll dig up a fancy shark shirt every time I use it. Comment on today's story in Sharkey's Google+ community, and read thousands of great old Sharkives stories.Get your daily dose of out-takes from the ABSURD IT theater delivered directly to your inbox.
Sign up now for the daily shark newsletter. Rights © 2017 IDG Communications, Inc. I get a surprising number of questions that either (1) I can't answer without knowing a lot more details than the reader provides, (2) the reader can answer as easily as I can, or (3) involve asking SmarterTravel.com to do something we
don't do. Below, you'll find answers to Questions. Reading the answers before asking one of these questions will save you time and help you find the answer yourself. Where do we have to go? I need a 600-page book or a day-long discussion to answer that question in any useful way. To have any help at all, I first need
to know quite a bit about you: what kind of family or group you have, what your interests are, how long you have, what your budgetary goals or limitations are, whether you want prestige or simplicity, whether you prefer bright lights or loneliness, what kind of activities interest you, what kind of climate you prefer, whether
your grandchildren or your dog will go with you, and continue, and continue. Surprisingly, some readers who ask where to go don't even say where they live and start their trip. Sorry, guys, the only way I can help is when you send questions that are much more specific. If you are completely unsure about what you want
to do, my best recommendations are that you (1) read a lot of travel postings, (2) log in to a lot of destination websites, and (3) find a good travel agent who is adept at handling such questions. When are we going to visit? As with the question of where, the question of the best time to visit depends on how you define the
best time: the lowest prices, a minimal audience, a wide range of activities, the hottest/coldest/driest/wettest climate, and will continue, and will continue. From a cost perspective, the answer is almost always in the low season, but it can't be what you really want. What's the price? I get it probably more than anyone else,
which is a little surprising. If you get as far as Ask &amp; Answer, you've obviously been SmarterTravel.com. And right there, on our shiny new homepage, in the top right corner, there's our own fare search gateway: you can search for plane tickets, a hotel, car rental, a holiday and cruise prices. If you don't like our
search system, there are dozens of others. Don't think we have secret ways to get flight torture that isn't available to you; We don't know. We have to go through the same kind of searches that you do. If you're asking about a trip that regular search engines in the U.S. don't handle, a good place to try is ETN, where you
can send a trip anywhere in the world and have ticket agents respond with their best deals. And if you're starting your trip in another country, you might want to find a local discount travel agency, online or offline, in that country. Can you arrange my trip/sell me a ticket? Not. SmarterTravel.com does not arrange tours or
sell tickets. All tickets. If you're looking for timetable information, scroll to the top right of the travel tool, with one of the options in the dropdown menu is Flight Schedules. Other options include hotel outlets and links to suppliers selling all types of travel. What are the requirements? Quite a few readers ask about different
requirements and limitations, especially on flights, but also on travel documents. You can answer almost all of these. Simply by Google the question. Here are places to look for some of your most frequently asked questions: Airline baggage restrictions: Each airline lists its baggage policy online. Just go to the airline's
website and look for a link in her honor. If you don't see it in a drop-down menu, go to Search a site or site map. (Incidentally, when searching, the official term is baggage, not luggage. luggage is what you buy in the store; when you put your stuff in it and take it for a walk, it becomes luggage.) Items allowed in hand
baggage: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) keeps a list of dos and don'ts for carry-on items. Passport and visa requirements: The Foreign Office travel details home page includes a button for travel information to apply by U.S. citizens and other passport information. The Info button leads to detailed lists
of visa requirements for entry to any country in the world. Is it safe to visit? No one can answer whether you will be safe visiting any foreign country – or anywhere in the U.S., for that matter. However, the State Department does collect extensive bank data on world countries, including warnings about places to avoid and
more general information about what visitors can expect. Click Travel Warnings from the State Department travel page for information on hotspots, and consular information sheets to other locations. Where should I complain? Most trip providers display an address for complaints, or at least a contact address, somewhere
on their website. You can easily find them. And you can forget to make a big fuss by sending a registered, repeated acceptance letter, or express mail to the CEO - it will end up in the same complaints office. The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) makes your complaints about airlines even easier. Its website lists
the current name, snail mailing address, telephone, and email address for complaints offices of all major U.S. airlines. If you wish, you can file a complaint with DOT. And the butt also provides extensive information about the rights you have and don't have as an air passenger. I mentioned several times in the simple
dollar that I had conducted a significant number of job interviews in the past. Although the jobs I usually hire are technical by nature, most of the real (and therefore really expensive) interview questions were not technical questions. A big interview question reveals the nature of the person you hire - honesty, reliability, the
ability to communicate wisely and quickly, and so on. Over time, I've gathered a pretty good stack of questions I use in almost every interview. Here are 25 of the most reliable, along with a tip or two for each that illustrates what makes a good answer - and what a bad one does. Hoped, the debate here will provide some
insightful questions for interviewers as well as some things for potential Job Candidates to think about If you can easily answer all these questions, you shouldn't have much to worry about in an interview. In the end, I give a list of homework a potential interviewer has to do before a major interview. First, stupid answers to
stupid questions. A lot of questions asked in job interviews are really stupid and have clear answers to them. What's your biggest weakness? It's not a question you'll ever get a really honest answer to, and mostly it will draw something fake like I'm a workaholic!. Interviewers ask these questions because they're
supposed to, but they don't usually give any useful information. Do you consider yourself successful? The answer is always yes. Are you a team player? The answer is always yes. How long have you been planning on working here? The answer is always long-term. What's more important, the job or the money? Work is
always more important. It's easy to spot a nonsensical interview question - is it easy for you to give a very generic and voucherd answer that reveals nothing about you? If so, then don't get excited about the question and worry about those who really matter. 1. Tell me about yourself. It basically just serves to make a
person comfortable and gives me a chance to understand how they talk. It's a question every interviewee should be willing to answer, so you should be able to provide a permanent answer here. There's something clear in mind for that before you even walk in the door. The best answer highlights aspects of yourself that
make you stand out from average Joe positively. Make a list of four or five of the biggest, then work on it for 30 seconds. 2. Tell me what you know about us. This question simply tries to determine if the person interviewed has done their homework. An exceptional candidate would be able to provide a lot of information
about the company, but mostly it eliminates people who haven't even bothered to do minimal scrutiny - these are people we don't want. In other words, before you go to an interview, know what the organization is. 3. What distinguishes you from other people who may apply for this position? The answer is usually already
known to an interviewer based on your resume, but this is an opportunity for you to really sell yourself. Most interviewers will usually sit back and see how well you can sell. Sometimes, surprises can be good here, but it can be tricky - if it's something that should have been on your life floors, why wasn't it on your living
floors? You'd better know what the cream of your resume crop is and just write it down. 4. Describe to me the position you are applying for. It's also a homework question, but it also gives some clues as to the perspective one brings to the table. The best preparation you can make is to read the job description and repeat
it to yourself in your own words so that you can do it seamlessly in an interview. 5. Why do you want this position? It's actually something of a trick question, because it's just a way to re-ask the second question (what do you know about the company) and the fourth (what you know about the role). He was asked because
he says if people give opposite answers to questions (things like that I'm people's person) or if they think about things and give a real question. It's a good question to formulate an answer beforehand - basically, just come up with some things that seem intriguing to you about society and the position and reasons why they
interest you. 6. What aspect of this position makes you the most uncomfortable? Most people think it's some kind of filter, but it's rarely used that way. It's actually an honesty question. No one on the planet likes every aspect of any potential job - it's just not in us. Location? Working hours? People? Is the company too
big? Is the company too small? Honesty really works here - I'd rather hear a real reason for discomfort (especially one that comes from a real view of society) than a superficial statement that isn't really an inconvenience at all. A good way to answer is something like I've never worked for such a big company before or
heard some strange things about corporate culture or the idea of working for a start-up so early on makes me laugh. 7. What was the greatest success you had in your last job? 8. What was the biggest failure you had in your last job? It's usually good to pair these questions, but the important one is the biggest failure.
The best candidate is usually someone who admits he's made a disaster out of something (they're quite honest and willing to admit mistakes) and that they've learned from it, a very important trait. 9. Tell me about the best inspector you've ever had. 10. Tell me about the worst inspector you've ever had. These two
questions simply seek to understand what kind of management style will work best for this person and also how that person might manage people. Let's just say I work in an organization with a very loose management structure that requires a lot of self-starters. If that's the case, I want to hear that the best boss was very
unearthly or the worst boss was a micro-coach. On the other hand, if I come from a strict hierarchical organization, I might want to see the exact opposite - the best boss who provided strong guidance and a good relationship or the worst boss who basically left the candidate blowing in the wind. Your best approach is to
answer this as honestly as possible - the interviewer will have a good idea of corporate culture, and frankly, if you're trying to slip into a society where you don't adapt the culture, it will be very difficult for you to fit in and succeed. These questions may be phrased as what kind of management style suits you. Another tip:
Highlight the positivity in all the bosses you're talking about. Never turn the interview into a festival of Your worst boss should have a very small number of specific flaws and they should relate primarily to deviating expectations from you, not in bad character traits. Hitting someone during an interview just doesn't reflect
you poorly, so don't jump on the bait. 11. Tell me about the hardest project you've ever faced. An interviewer usually doesn't care what the exact project is. The question is mostly looking to see if you've faced serious difficulty and how you've overcome it. For most people, it's not their greatest success or their greatest
failure, but something they've gone from a likely failure to some kind of success. 12. What do you see as the important future trends in this field? It works well for some positions - technical and leadership ones - and not good for others. It should be quite clear from the kind of work you apply for as to whether this question
might be asked. If so, they're easy to prepare for - just spend half an hour reading blogs about the specific areas you're applying to and you'll have some food. 13. Have you done anything in the past year to learn financial-health/new things/improve yourself in relation to the requirements of this work? It's a big question of
deer in the headlights, because most people just don't have an answer. The best way to deal with this question is to just always spend some time working on your skills any way you can. Write open source code. Participate in Toastmasters. Take a lesson. If you try to better yourself every year, you'll not only have a
strong resume, but that question won't be a problem. 14. Tell Me About Your Dream Job. Never say that job. Never say another specific job. The two answers are very bad - the first sends the warning flags moving and the second means the person isn't really interested in sticking around. Instead, stick to specific

features - aspects of names of what your dream job will be. Some have to adjust what the company is available, but it's actually best if they're not all perfectly compatible. 15. Have you ever had a serious conflict in previous employment? How did this get solved? This question primarily seeks honesty and an
understanding that most conflicts have two sides to the story. It also opens the door for people of poor character to start bashing their former employer, something that leaves a bad taste in the mouths of most interviewers. The best way to answer usually involves telling the story, but showing within it that there are two
sides to this story and that you learned from trying to see the other person's point of view. 16. What did you learn from your last position? Although it's ok to list technical skill or two here, especially if your work is very technical, it's very important to mention some un-technical things. I learned how to work in a team
environment after mostly working in solo environments is a good one, for example. There shouldn't be a job where you went to school. And the interviewer expects you've learned at least a few things in your previous employment that will help you with your current employment. 17. Why Did You Leave Your Last Stand?
Mostly, it seeks persuasion of character. A strong, concrete answer of any reasonable kind is good here. I wanted to move on. Downsizing is a good answer as well as a desire to look for specific new challenges (but be specific about what challenges you want to face). Minimize your actual discussion of your previous
position here, as you'll be very close to a great opportunity to start crushing your former position. 18. Tell me about an offer you have made that was implemented in a previous job. Since these answers are usually very mixed with the details of the previous position, the details are not really important. What's most
important is that you were really involved in preparing an offer and helping it come to fruition, ideally with a success story behind it. Having done so indicates that you are willing to do the same in this position, which can do nothing but improve organization. No answer of any kind here is usually a big negative, but not a
negative do or die. 19. Have you ever been asked to leave the post? Tell me about the experience. Obviously, it's great if you can answer no, but it's usually not a deal breaker if the answer is yes. In fact, an answer can become positive - it's a great way to show that you've made mistakes and learned important lessons
from them. Be honest here, no matter what, but don't waste time beating the people who let you go. Discuss them only respectfully, even if you're upset about what happened. 20. Have you ever had to fire someone? Tell me about the experience. It's a question that mostly wants to see if you have empathy for others.
Take it dead seriously when answering - it shouldn't have been an easy choice or an easy experience, but one you handled and survived. Don't bludgeon the person you fired, or -- be as clinical as possible with the causes. 21. Are you applying for other jobs? It's an honesty question. I'm looking for a yes, but people who
try too hard to feed me a line of nonsense answer no. The best way to answer is to say yes, the same way you interview other people. We're both trying to find the best fit for what we need and what we want. If your answer is really no, then say - no, I'm actually happy with my current position, but there were some
compelling aspects of this work that made me want to follow that and note those aspects. 22. What do you think this position should pay? Surprisingly many, this is often not a pay negotiation. In most cases, the person you're interviewing has little control over the final salary you get. It's commonly used as a reality check
- if you hire a server and they expect $80,000, you can probably throw away the resume right then and At the same time, a skilled programmer who sells himself for $30,000 also turns off some warning bells. A good answer is usually on the target or a little on the high side, but not really low or insanely high. I'd get an
idea of the asking rate for the job before I go to an interview, then ask for about 30% more. 23. Where do you see yourself in your five-year career? This is a junk question, but it is useful in some things as it filters for people with initiative. A man who answers something in the way of I'm going to succeed in this situation
that I'm interviewing for! Nor is he very motivated to improve themselves or not to be completely honest. I prefer an answer that involves promoting or some level of entry - powerful organizations thrive on self-starting. The only problem for potential interviewees is that some companies - the weak, generally - don't want a
self-starter and especially are afraid of people who dream of becoming entrepreneurs. Talking about promotion is usually the safest bet if you're not familiar with the culture, but I personally like it when people are interviewing to talk about entrepreneurship - it means they're the kind that will be intense about succeeding.
24. What are your long-term goals - say, fifteen years down the road? This is a big late question because it tells you whether the person is thinking long-term or not. People who plan for the long term are generally in good and mature mental health and often end up being stronger employees than people without long-term
plans. 25. Do you have any questions about this work? yes, you have questions about this job. Not asking questions is an indication that you're not that interested in the job. Therefore, your job as an interviewee is to have some questions already in mind when you walk through the door. Most interviewers are happy to
answer most of what you ask them - just make sure your questions are intelligent, though. Do your homework! Here are the things you need to do before each interview that will help you deal with almost all of the above questions. Work on a very brief description of yourself that you can hack in any interview. The big trick
is to mention unusual or even unique things to you, but stick to things that are positive or (at worst) neutral - keep the negatives to yourself unless they are associated with a big positive. A 32-second elephant will end. Explore the company by visiting their website and finding out exactly what they are doing. Good things
to read include the company's latest annual report and their Wikipedia entry (if they are large) or just by Google the name and location of the company (if they are small). If it's a start-up, just try to absorb as much sources as you can get, but if it's really a small start-up, don't get excited if you can't find a lot of information.
Explore the position by reading the very advertising work And look for all the parts you don't know. You may also want to refresh yourself on what's innovative about the areas covered by posting the work by reading a little if you're not already selling - blogs and news sites are a good place to start. You should also get a
good grip on the usual starting salary for this type of work by searching around similar jobs near your location. Know how you adjust your position by taking the parts of the company information you found and publishing your work and characters them for your skills. Do about five of these, because those will be silver
bullets during the interview. Also, it's at least one thing that makes you uncomfortable about the company and location and it's important why it makes you uncomfortable. Always work to improve your skills by participating in tasks that sharpen the key skills you need for the field you're in. Are you in public relations? Join
the Toastmasters group. Are you an administrative assistant? Do volunteering to work for an organization that can use your skills but does things another way (the same is true for many traders). Are you a programmer? Contribute to an open source project. There are some questions about the position at the top when
you walk through the door. This creates a strong impression during the interview that you are really interested in this specific position, which is a big positive for you. Questions of all kinds are good here, but the best usually take care of corporate culture and technical details of the work. Don't punch your old job. If there
are specific things about your recent work that really, really upset you, spend some time trying to think positive about it. Know when you get into that your previous job will probably be discussed at least somewhat, and be prepared to discuss it without being negative. Look for positive results, and they'll also be able to
check the reasons why they left clinically as much as possible. Be honest, above all. If you complete things in your interview and get away at all, the interviewer will throw your application away. Instead, just try to focus on the positivity of what you already have. If this bar for an interview, there's something about you that
the organization likes. Don't waste time inventing things to say. Says.
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